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Abstract

A digraph obtained by replacing each edge of a complete p�partite graph by an arc
or a pair of mutually opposite arcs with the same end vertices is called a semicom�
plete p�partite digraph� or just a semicomplete multipartite digraph� A semicomplete
multipartite digraph with no cycle of length two is a multipartite tournament� In a
digraph D� an r�king is a vertex q such that every vertex in D can be reached from
q by a path of length at most r� Strengthening a theorem by K�M� Koh and B�P�
Tan �Discrete Math� ��� ��		
� ������� on the number of ��kings in multipartite
tournaments� we characterize semicomplete multipartite digraphs which have exactly
k ��kings for every k � �� �� �� �� 
�
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� Introduction� terminology and notation

A digraph obtained by replacing each edge of a complete p�partite graph by an arc or a
pair of mutually opposite arcs with the same end vertices is called a semicomplete p�partite

digraph� or just a semicomplete multipartite digraph� A semicomplete multipartite digraph
with no mutually opposite arcs is a multipartite tournament� In a digraph D� an r�king is
a vertex q such that every vertex in D can be reached from q by a path of length at most
r�

It is well�known that every tournament T has a ��king �cf� ��	� p� 

�� in fact� every
vertex of maximum out�degree in T is a ��king� Multipartite tournaments may have two





or more vertices of in�degree zero� and� thus� no r�king for any integer r� However� Gutin
��	 �and� independently� Petrovic and Thomassen ��	� proved that every multipartite
tournament with at most one vertex of in�degree zero contains a ��king� Moreover� it
is easy to construct in�nite families of p�partite tournaments �for every p � �� which
contain ��kings but have no ��kings �cf� ��� �	�� Therefore� in study of multipartite
tournaments� ��kings are of special interest� Notice that while in a bipartite tournament
every vertex of maximum out�degree is a ��king� the obvious extension of this result to
k�partite tournaments for k � � is not valid �	�

In a number of papers �see� e�g�� ��� �� 
� �� �	 and the survey papers ��� 	� the authors
investigate the minimum number of ��kings in multipartite tournaments without vertices
of in�degree zero� �If a multipartite tournament has exactly one vertex of in�degree zero�
it contains only one ��king� hence this case is trivial�� To our taste� the most interesting
theorem in this direction was obtained by Koh and Tan in ��	� They showed that every
k�partite tournament without vertices of in�degree zero contains at least four ��kings when
k � � and at least three ��kings when k � �� �Petrovic ��	� independently� proved the above
result in the case of bipartite tournaments�� Moreover� Koh and Tan characterized the
cases when a bipartite tournament has exactly four ��kings �its initial strong component
consists of a cycle of length four� and a p�partite �p � �� tournament contains exactly
three ��kings �its initial strong component consists of a cycle of length three�� Only some
su�cient conditions for bipartite tournaments to contain more than �ve ��kings and for
p�partite �p � �� tournaments to possess more than four ��kings have been obtained in
�
� �	�

The above�mentioned theorem by Koh and Tan can be considered as a characteriza�
tion of bipartite �p�partite� p � �� tournaments with exactly k ��kings for k � f� �� �� �g
�k � f� �� �g�� Notice that the direct extension of their result to semicomplete multipar�
tite digraphs is not true as the ��king structure of semicomplete multipartite digraphs is
somewhat richer �for example� there are semicomplete multipartite digraphs with exactly
two ��kings��

In this paper� we characterize semicomplete multipartite digraphs which have exactly
k ��kings for every k � f� �� �� �� �g� The theorem of Koh and Tan immediately follows
from our characterization� Observe that our proofs utilize several new ideas� This makes
our argumentation relatively short�

We use standard terminology and notation on digraphs as well as some additional
notions� For a digraph D � �V�A�� and vertices x� y � V � we say that x dominates

y �denoted by x�y� if xy is an arc in D� i�e�� xy � A� A vertex x is adjacent to a
vertex a vertex y if either x�y or y�x �or both hold�� Let D � �V�A� be a digraph�
let x � V � and let U�W be subsets of V � The subdigraph induced by U is denoted by
DhUi� We de�ne �U�W � � fuw � A � u � U�w � Wg� N��x� � fv � V � xv � Ag�
N��W � � �w�WN��w� �W�
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An �x� y��path is a path from x to y� �All paths in this paper are directed�� The
distance� distD�x� y�� from a vertex x to a vertex y in D is the least length of a path from
x to y� if y is reachable from x� and is equal to �� otherwise� We consider a vertex x as
an �x� x��path� thus� distD�x� x� � �� The distance distD�X�Y � from a set X to a set Y of
vertices in D is maxfdistD�x� y� � x � X� y � Y g� Observe that a vertex v is an r�king if
distD�v� V � � r�

A digraph D � �V�A� is strong if distD�V� V � � �� A maximal strong subdigraph of
D is a strong component of D� It is well�known that the vertices of a digraph D can be
partitioned into subsets V�� ���� Vp �i�e�� V�� ����Vp � V �D� and Vi�Vj � 	 for every i 
� j�
such that every subdigraph Di � DhVii is a strong component of D� Let D��D������Dp

be the strong components of D� We call the above ordering an acyclic ordering if the
existence of an arc from Di to Dj implies that i � j� It is well�known and easy to show
that the strong components of a digraph D always have an acyclic ordering� A strong
component Di is initial if for no index j there is an arc from Dj to Di� Notice that if
a semicomplete multipartite digraph has two or more initial strong components� each of
these components consists of a single vertex�

When it is clear which digraph D is under consideration� we will omit the subscript D
in distances between vertices or sets of the vertices of D� We will not distinguish between
a singleton fxg and its element x� so dist�x�W � denotes the same as dist�fxg�W ��

� Lemmas

Lemma ��� Let fxg�W��W�� ����Ws be disjoint sets of vertices in a digraph D� Let also

dist�x�W�� � t and Wi�� � N��Wi� for every i � �� � ���� s� � Then dist�x�Ws� � t� s�

Proof� It su�ces to show that dist�x�w� � t� s for every w �Ws� Choose an arbitrary
vertex ws �Ws� Clearly� there is ws�� �Ws�� such that ws���ws� Analogously� there are
w�� w�� ���� ws�� such that w��w������ws���ws� Hence� there exists a �w�� ws��path of
length at most s� Thus� dist�w�� ws� � s� Hence� dist�x�ws� � dist�x�w���dist�w�� ws� �
t� s� �

Lemma ��� If P � p�p� � � � p� is a shortest path from p� to p� in a semicomplete multi�

partite digraph D� and � � �� then there is a �p�� p���path of length at most � in DhV �P �i�

Proof� As � � � and P is a shortest path we have �fp�� p�g� p�� � 	� If p��p� we are
done� so assume that p� and p� belong to the same partite set of D� This implies that
p��p�� Analogously� �p�� fp�� p�g� � 	� which implies that either p�p�p�p�p� or p�p�p�p�
is a �p�� p���path of length at most � in DhV �P �i� �
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� Main results

The following theorem is our main result on strong semicomplete digraphs�

Theorem ��� If D � �V�A� is a strong semicomplete digraph� containing at least six

vertices� then there are at least �ve ��kings in D� Furthermore� if there are exactly �ve

��kings in D� then there is a path P � p�p�p�p�p�� such that dist�p�� p�� � �� and �V �
V �P �� fp�� p�� p�� p�g� � 	�

Proof� Let X denote the set of all ��kings in D and let Y � V �X� Clearly our theorem
is true if Y � 	� so we may assume that Y is not empty� let w � Y be arbitrary� Now
de�ne Wi as follows� Wi � fv � V � dist�w� v� � ig� for all i � �� � � � � �m� where
m � dist�w� V �� As w � Y � m � ��

By the de�nition of the sets Wi we observe that

�W� �W� � ��� �Wi���Wi� � 	� ��

for all � � i � m�

We prove the following two claims�

Claim A� For every z �Wi� with i � �� we have dist�z�W� �W� � ��� �Wi� � ��

As a shortest path from w to z is of length at least �� by Lemma ���� dist�z� w� � ��

Let q �W�� ����Wi�z and let r�r����rj be a shortest �w� q��path in D� If  � j � ��
then� by �� and the fact that either r� or r� is adjacent to z �as D is semicomplete
multipartite�� we conclude that z dominates at least one of the vertices r�� r�� Thus�
either zr�r����rj or zr����rj is a �z� q��path inD of length at most �� If j � � then� since
z dominates at least one of the vertices rj��� rj�� �by ���� either zrj��rj��rj��rj or
zrj��rj��rj is a �z� q��path in D of length at most ��

Claim B� If y � Y �Wi� � � i � m� � then either �i	 or �ii	 below holds �

�i� for every z �Wi�� there is a �w� z��path in D � y�

�ii� dist�y�Wi��� � ��

Assume that neither �i� nor �ii� holds� This implies that there exist vertices z� and
z� in Wi�� such that there is no �w� z���path in D � y and there is no �y� z���path
of length at most � in D� Let P � p�p����pi�� be a shortest path from w to z� in D

and let R � r�r����ri�� be a shortest path from w to z� in D� Clearly �y � pi��z�
and y 
�z�� which implies that z� 
� z��

If z� and z� belong to the same partite set� then ri is adjacent to z�� If ri�z�� then
r�r����riz� is a �w� z���path in D � y� a contradiction� If z��ri� then yz�riz� is a
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�y� z���path of length � in D� a contradiction� Therefore z� and z� belong to di�erent
partite sets� If z��z�� then yz�z� is a �y� z���path of length � in D and if z��z��
then r�r����ri��z� is a �w� z���path in D � y� a contradiction�

We now prove the theorem by induction� If jV j � 
 then either all the vertices of
D are ��kings� or there is a path p�p�p�p�p�p� in D� such that dist�p�� p�� � �� In both
cases the theorem holds� Indeed� in the second case� observe that p� � Y and� thus�
fp�� p�� p�g � X� by Claim A� Clearly fp�� p�g � X� as p� � N��fp�� p�g��

Now assume that jV j � � and that the theorem holds for all smaller strong semicom�
plete multipartite digraphs �with at least six vertices�� We consider the following two
cases�

Case �� There is a vertex y � Y �Wi� � � i � m� � such that �i� of Claim B holds�

We �rst prove that� for every q � V � y� there is a �w� q��path in D� y� Let q �Wj be
arbitrary and let P � p�p���pj be a shortest path from w to q in D� If j � i then clearly
y 
� V �P �� so we are done� If j � i �  then �as �i� holds� there is a �w� pi����path in
D � y� which together with pi�����pj forms a �w� pj��path in D � y�

Let u �Wm be arbitrary and let R � r�r����r� be a shortest path from w to u in D�y�
Clearly � � m � ��Thus� by Lemma ���� we conclude that DhV �R�i is strong�

Let Q�� Q������ Qs �s � � be an acyclic ordering of the strong components of D�y� As
distD�y�w� V � y� ��� the vertex w belongs to an initial strong component of D� y� As
DhV �R�i is strong� this component has more than one vertex� Since D�y is semicomplete
multipartite� we conclude that Q� is the unique initial strong component of D � y� As
V �R� � V �Q��� Q� has at least six vertices�

Let q be a ��king in Q�� and let r � V � q be arbitrary� If r � Q� then clearly there
is a �q� r��path of length at most � in D� If r � Qt� t � �� then either q�r or there is
some vertex u � Q� such that q�u�r� This implies that there is a �q� r��path of length at
most � in D� Suppose that r � y and dist�q� y� � �� It follows from the above arguments

that dist�q� V � y� � �� Therefore� dist�q� y� � �� Let W
�q	
i � fv � V � dist�q� v� � ig�

i � �� � ���� �� As W
�q	
� � y� by Claim A� y is a ��king� a contradiction� Therefore every

��king in DhQ�i is also a ��king in D�

Using the induction hypothesis for DhQ�i� we obtain that there are at least �ve ��
kings in D� If there are precisely �ve ��kings in D� then there are precisely �ve ��kings in
DhQ�i� and� thus� there is a path P � p�p�p�p�p� in DhQ�i� which is a shortest possible
�p�� p���path in DhQ�i and �V �Q�� � V �P �� fp�� p�� p�� p�g� � 	� If there is no arc from y

to a vertex in fp�� p�� p�� p�g� then clearly �V �V �P �� fp�� p�� p�� p�g� � 	 and we are done�
so assume that there is an arc ypk� where  � k � �� We will show that y is another ��king
in D and� thus� obtain a contradiction to our assumption on the existence of the arc ypk�

�



If D�y is not strong� by dist�pk� V ��V �Q���y�� � �� we have dist�y� V �V �Q��� � ��
Let x � V �Q�� � V �P �� If k � �� then either pk�x or pk���x �or both�� Hence�
dist�y� x� � �� Let k � �� If x and p� are adjacent� then y�p��x� If x and p� are not
adjacent� then either y�p��p��x or y�p��p��x �or both�� Hence� dist�y� x� � ��

To demonstrate that y is a ��king� it is now su�cient to prove that dist�y� pj� � � for
every j � f�� � �� �� �g� For j � k� dist�y� pj� � �� For � � j � k � �� pj is dominated by
either pk or pk��� thus� dist�y� pj� � �� Let k � �� If p��p�� then dist�y� fp�� p�� p�� p�g� �
�� As p� dominates either p� or p� �or both�� dist�y� p�� � �� Assume that p� and p�
are not adjacent� Then� p��p�� Hence� dist�y� fp�� p�� p�� p�g� � �� As Q� is strong and
jV �Q��j � 
� there is an arc vp� in D� where v � V �Q�� � V �P �� As p� and p� are not
adjacent� p��v� Thus� dist�y� p�� � ��

Case �� For every i � �� � ����m �  and every y � Y �Wi� �ii� of Claim B holds�

By Claim A� we have Wm � X� By Claim A and �ii� of Claim B� we obtain that
Wm�� � X� By Claim A� dist�Wm���W� �W� � ��� �Wm��� � �� By �ii� of Claim B�
dist�Wm���Wm��� � �� As Wm � N��Wm���� by Lemma ��� dist�Wm���Wm� � ��
Thus� Wm�� � X�

If jXj � 
� we are done� Hence� assume that jXj � �� However this implies that at
least one of the sets Wm��� Wm��� Wm is a singleton�

Let P � p�p����pm be a path from w to a vertex pm � Wm� Clearly pm�� has a path
of length � to every vertex in Wm� as jWm��j � � jWm��j �  or jWmj � � As above we
conclude� by �ii� of Claim B and Lemma ��� that pm�� has a path of length at most � to
every vertex of Wm�� and a path of length at most � to every vertex of Wm��� By Claim
A� dist�pm���W� �W� � ��� �Wm��� � �� Therefore pm�� � X�

Hence� at least two of the sets Wm��� Wm�� and Wm are singletons� As above we
observe that pm�� has a path of length � to every vertex of Wm�� and a path of length
� to every vertex of Wm� It furthermore has a path of length at most � to every vertex
of Wm�� and a path of length at most � to every vertex of Wm�� �by �ii� of Claim B and
Lemma ���� By Claim A� dist�pm���W� �W� � ��� �Wm��� � �� Thus� pm�� � X�

Therefore X � fpm��� pm��� pm��� pm��� pmg �as we have assumed that jXj � ���
and Wm � fpmg� Wm�� � fpm��g� and Wm�� � fpm��g� Now it su�ces to prove that
�V � X� fpm��� pm��� pm��� pmg� � 	� Assume that this is not true� Thus� there is a
vertex q � V � X which dominates a vertex in the set fpm��� pm��� pm��� pmg� Clearly
there are only the following three possibilities� �a� q � Wm�� � pm�� and q�pm��� �b�
q � Wm�� � pm�� and q�pm��� �c� q � Wm�� � pm�� and q�pm��� In all these cases�
W� �W� � ��� �Wm�� � N��fpm��� pmg�� and dist�q� fpm��� pmg� � �� Thus� by Lemma
��� dist�q�W� �W�� ����Wm��� � �� Observe that dist�q� pm��� � �� Thus� q is a ��king�
a contradiction� �






This theorem implies the following�

Theorem ��� Let D � �V�A� be a semicomplete multipartite digraph and let k be the
number of ��kings in D� Then �a� k �  if and only if D has exactly one vertex of in�

degree zero� �b� k � �� � or � if and only if the initial strong component of D has k vertices�

�c� k � � if and only if either the initial strong component Q of D has �ve vertices or Q

contains at least six vertices and possesses a path P � p�p�p�p�p� such that dist�p�� p�� � �
and �V � V �P �� fp�� p�� p�� p�g� � 	�

Proof� Assume that jV j � � �the case of jV j �  is trivial�� Observe that if the initial
strong component Q of D has at most �ve vertices� then every vertex of Q is a ��king and�
clearly� no other vertex in D is a ��king� If jV �Q�j � 
� then the ��kings of Q are ��kings
of D and no other vertex in D is a ��king� �
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